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TALMUDIST TRUE REFORMER

In our editorial last Week we
admitted there was a danger
threatening Judaism in this coun-
try

¬

It also puts the question
What is to be done Before

trying to solve this question we
must know what the danger and
the source from whence it comes
As regards the source and from
whence this danger that is threat-
ening

¬

Judaism comes we can
say definitely that from two
sides a systematic struggle is go-

ing
¬

on against religious and na-

tional
¬

Judaism On the one side
are the genosen with their prop-

aganda
¬

of chilul kodesh to de-

stroy
¬

everything Jewish the
genosen who have filled the Jew-

ish
¬

districts in our large cities
with the meanest antiJewish
agitation and are trying to in-

fluence

¬

our Jewish immigrants
On the other hand the Christian
Jews the galocham rabbis and
still more than both are the set-

tlements
¬

who are endeavoring to
sever from the Jewish people
their Americanized children
Now when we know the nature
and the source of this danger
we can try and solve the ques-

tion
¬

itself First of all we must
study the time and place this
danger is hovering over Judaism
The time is the beginning of the
Twentieth Century and the place
the great industrial centers of
the United States

In such a time and in such a

place most undoubtedly many

religious ceremonies which had
previously served has a Geider-

pallaside to Judaism will discon ¬

tinue We do not wish to point
out which those ceremonies are
but we do knowithat our sages of

the Talmud have never stopped
at such things Though the To-

rah was regarded by them as

the foundation of Judaism still
when they found it necessary
they take out many columns of
this foundation and others were
substituted to fit the time and
the circumstances

The true reformers were the

Talmudists and true reforms is
contained in the Talmud The
Korites of ancient times and re-

formers
¬

of today are represen-
ting

¬

the negative of this true
spirit of reform which prevails
throughout the Talmud

The assertions of the Korites
were that we must cling to
everything that is written in the
five books of Moses and no moref
The assertion of our present re-

formers
¬

are that Jews are a mere
religious sect The results we
have seen The Korites remain
small separated and are con-

tinually
¬

diminishing and our
present will eventually be candi-

dates
¬

for the church The only
ones who are able to thrive and
to prosper in their religious en-

deavors
¬

are those who are fol-

lowing
¬

in the wake of the
Talmudists who were ready to
reform Judaism but always bear-
ing

¬

in mind that the center the
heart is nationalism and what-
ever was done by them was done
with the view of keeping up
Jewish nationality

Many are still questioning the
reason that compelled R M B-

M Rabbi Moses Maimonides to
write the Moreh Nevochim a

well known philosophical book
for Jews and in the Arabic lan-

guage
¬

and with such liberal
ideas That the Moreh Nevoc ¬

him was written only for Jews
shows the fact ihat R M B M

wrote the Arabic in Jewish let-

ters
¬

and begged that this be not
written in Arabic letters for the
reason that he did want the
Arabs to make use of it He
wrote it in Arabic and not in
Hebrew because his desire was
not to reach the Jewish masses
but only the scholars of Judaism
He desired those teachers should
once for all know that the Torah
lets itself be altered to the time
At that time the Greek Aristo
philosophy with the commentary
of the Arabic philosophy was
very much a la mode Those
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